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My remarks today reflect on the saying of the American cartoon character "PCS,"
who otice said "I' ve met the enemy and he is us," I have often wondered why our message
of cottcern for our shores, particularly our beaches, seems either to be not heard or not
understood, Think for a moment of issues that galvanize the American and much of
the world's population.

For example, concerns over loss of the rain forests much of the area of the rain
forests are not in America � but in the tropics � far away from the world's urbanized
areas. But we have all seen photographs in magazines, documentaries on television, and
countless articles in our newspapers and magazines, Millions of dollars are being spent
on rain forest related eII'orts � both to save the rain forests and also to educate.

Think also of the great campaign to save the coral reefs � stories, books, films and
press on the "Year of the Reef." And again, most of the worlds Coral Reefs are also far
removed from the VSA mainland.

And in California, the listing of some important anadromous fish as endangered
provide a great push to save these unique fish --- hopefully to ultimately increase their
populations so once again they will provide for much needed fly fishing recreation and
hopefully someday, for commercial fishing.

Well, if all that attention can be focused on reefs, rain forest, and ariadromous fish,
why can't that same type of energy be focused on our beaches and coasts? To be perfectly
frank I don't know the answer to that question. But I would like to tell you what I
think and also hear your thoughts on that issue.

One of the reasons is in part that we have tried to focus too strongly on the economic
or dollar value of the coasts, AAer all, many of us have a "technical" or "numbers"
background. We may understand benefit to cost ratios and recreation days. But we don' t
understand those important -C" words � Cotnmunication and Compromise,

How far do you think the "Year of the Reef" campaign would go if we only focused
on benefit to cost ratios or visitor days?

How far do you think the "Save the Rain Forests" campaign would go if we only
focused on benefit to cost ratios or visitor days?

Perhaps we are trying to understand and justify coastal beach restoration with a
band-aid approach. And if works of man are destroying our beaches � then the projects
or actions that have caused reduction in sand supply should be refurbished to bring back
the sand and coastal sediments to the coast and beaches.
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Of course placing sand on the coast as beach fill helps � we get a beach now, but
over time we lose the beach again, Why � because the sand is going away faster than it
is being replaced, Each coast, each stretch of beach, is different, but as you know, sand
grains just don't disappear, They went somewhere or soineone or something "has" them.

We know that "beach erosion" has many causes and one concept or solution will not
solve all our problems. But I believe that much of what we call "beach erosion" is due to
works of man � � a lack of sand problem.

When I talk beaches, I'm not just talking about ocean beaches, I'm talking about
bays, rivers, estuaries, lakes and ponds, Many or perhaps most of you hav» never heard
of "Clear Lake" in Lake County, California, but shortly I' ll show you a headline from a
focal paper about restoring a beach on Clear Lake.In our long-range goal of stable coastlines, we must think of many e'lernents of the
solutions, inanagernent, regulation, scientific studies and research and getting the sand
back to the coastlines.One basic need is for the public to have a place to recreate, On Los Angeles County
beaches alone there are over 60,000,000 v isitors a year and then there is Orange County
and San Diego County. In total, weII over 100,NN,000 visitors per year,

With the rapid increases in population in coastal American, and the increase in leisure
time available for many, especially our retired or senior citizens, the expectations for
recreational opportunities is far out pacing the capacity for providing a place to play or
walk on a coastal "back yard" for urban dwellers. Professor Billy Edge and I are
working on a publication on urban beaches. We would be glad to hear from any of you
who would like to contribute to this effort.Why don't we have enough sand on our beaches � or why is the sand in the wrongplaces? Let's look at one example in Southern California. In the greater Los Angelesarea � actually in Orange County, Riverside County and San Bernardino County, thereis a very large drainage area, largely urbanized or urbanizing, that has a potential forgreat and disastrous floods. This is the Santa Ana River Basin. In order to prevent floodingof this urban megalopolis, which is part of the economic heart of Southern California, agreat flood control project was built � and is being further extended and includes PradoDam and the new Seven Creeks Dam, miles of concrete channels, and a host of other
hydraulic elements.The project cost is in the billions of dollars. The benefits of this project measured inclarnages prevented, in one disastrous flood, could probably justify this entire project.Well, the impact of this great project on the downcast beaches is that the dams,
concrete lined flood control channels, and adjacent sand mining have, or will soon stop,all sand transport to the beaches that received the sand before works of sand wereconstructed. NIuch of the sediments that would have been supplied to the beaches aretrapped in the dams and nearby channels and are removed for fill or simply remain in the
project.Farther north, near the mouth of the Columbia river on the state of Washingtoncoast, across the Strait of Juan De Fuca, sediment derived from the Elwha River traveledto the coast which supplied Ediz hook which protected Port Angeles Harbor. AAer twoconcrete dans for power generation were built some 50 years ago, the migration ofanadromous fish in the Elwha River stopped and the supply of sediments was greatlyreduced, Recently, the U.S. Congress passed legislation which authorized the removalof the dams on the Elwha River. The removal of the dams is expected to increase the
supply of sediments to the coast.
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Sand mining in Monterey Bay, California has been another activity that removed
large quantities of sand from the coast. Sand mining activities near Sand City, just ttortli
of Monterey, started operation in the early 1900's and have removed sand primarily «r
construction materials.

What are the solutions. Compromise and Communication.
in the Califorma Gold Rush days of the 1840's and 1850's water became a precious
resource as there was not enough to supply all the needs of the time. Water rights and
water laws had to be formulated to prevent water wars and to allow the commerce of
California to continue.

The Resources Agency of California now has developed a coinprehensive set of
rules and policies that allow for allocation and management of California's Water Rights-
perhaps no one is completely satisfied with these rules, but all water users can find a way
to resolve their diA'erences, and at the same time provide for the economic, environmentaI
and water needs.

I think it is time for a new set of rights � Sand Rights. The first reference I could
find on Sand Rights was in the !uly 1935  Volume 3, Number 3! issue of Shore and
Beach magazine. Another early reference to sand rights is found in The Sratules 0f Wova
Seo ia, Canada in 1975. And along with Sand Rights � Sand Responsibilities. Firs't cut
statements for Sand Rights and Sand Responsibilities follow;

Sand Rights
Human nnd human induced actions will not interfere, diminish, modify, or impede
sand and other sediments or materials from being transported to and aiottg beaches,
shores, flowing or eolian paths or bodies

Sand Respoiaalbiiitles
Human and human induced actions will not cause, accelarate, increase or modify
sand, or other materials to be transported at n greater rate or extent than under
natural conditions.  i.e.: into navigation channelsj

And we can't forget communications. My wife Karen has produced a little book/et forchildren about sand's rights. I'd 1 ike to sce this booklet, with a set of training guidclirtes,in every American child's school program. Our entire nation, and yes, the entire population
of thc world has a responsibility to love and take care of our beaches and shores.
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